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Abstract

The feasibilities and electronic structures of five ten-�-electron fused conjugated molecules involv-
ing cyclopropenyl rings are explored using second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2),
spin-coupled (SC) and complete-active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) wavefunctions, in the
cc-pVTZ basis. All five fused conjugated molecules are predicted to have rigid planar ground state
geometries of C2v orD2h symmetry and large dipole moments (if not ofD2h symmetry). The com-
pact ground state SC(10) wavefunctions with ten active orbitals for these molecules are found to be
of comparable quality to the respective CASSCF(10,10) constructions, but much easier to interpret.
The analyses of the ground state SC(10) wavefunctions for all five fused conjugated molecules re-
veal resonance patterns which indicate that all of these molecules are aromatic in their electronic
ground states; on the other hand, the SC(10) approximations to the first singlet electronic excited
states are found to exhibit “antiresonance” which suggests that each of the five molecules switches
from aromatic to antiaromatic upon vertical excitation from the ground state to its first singlet excited
state. Ring strain prevents the formation of a fused structure involving three cyclopropenyl rings and
a cycloheptatrienyl ring; the alternative stable dehydro compound which resembles m-benzyne is
shown, using a SC(12) wavefunction, to involve a weak � bond between the dehydro centres.

Keywords: Spin-coupled theory, Modern valence-bond theory, Aromaticity, Antiaromaticity, Fused
conjugated systems, Excited state aromaticity

1 Introduction

The best-known example of a bicyclic aromatic system containing two odd-membered rings is of course
azulene, an isomer of naphthalene, which can be viewed as the result of the fusion of two aromatic ions,
namely a cyclopentadienyl anion and a cycloheptatrienyl (tropylium) cation, each of which has six �
electrons and so follows Hückel’s 4n C 2 rule. This notional process formally gives rise to a charge
separation that is often used to explain the large dipole moment of azulene. The properties and reactivity
of azulene indicate that it is less aromatic than naphthalene.

Spin-coupled (SC) theory, a modern valence-bond (VB) approach which usually provides a close
approximation to a complete-active-space self-consistent field (CASSCF) wavefunction, but can be in-
terpreted in terms of a small number of VB resonance structures involving non-orthogonal orbitals [1,2]
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has previously been used to obtain a detailed description of the �-electron system of azulene [3]. The �-
space SC wavefunction for azulene was based on a single product of ten singly-occupied non-orthogonal
active (or spin-coupled) orbitals, engaged within a spin-coupling pattern that included contributions
from all 42 unique ten-electron singlet spin eigenfunctions. The optimal SC orbitals turned out to be
atom-centred and well-localized, similar in shape to C(2p� ) atomic orbitals but with small symmetrical
protrusions towards neighbouring carbon atoms. The optimal spin-coupling pattern, expressed in terms
of Rumer spin functions [4], was found to be dominated by two equivalent Kekulé-like structures, as
chemical intuition would suggest. While all of the numerical characteristics of the SC wavefunction for
azulene [3] indicate that it is of a very reasonable quality, this wavefunction does not explicitly include
any of the classical VB ionic resonance structures which have been used by organic chemists to explain
the dipole moment of azulene. This suggests that the importance of such ionic structures is sufficiently
low that they can be fully “absorbed” via the protrusions of the atom-centred SC orbitals towards neigh-
bouring atoms. This makes the SC wavefunction for azulene more compact, as well as easier to visualize
and interpret.

Naphthalene has another isomer, which can notionally be constructed by fusing a cyclopropenium
cation and a cyclononatetraenyl anion, aromatic rings with two and ten � electrons, respectively. This
isomer of naphthalene, bicyclo[7.1.0]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene (see structure 1 in Figure 1) which, using
a terminology suggested by Sondheimer [6], can be called [3]annuleno[9]annulene, has not yet been
synthesized, but it has been the subject of several theoretical studies, starting with a semiempirical
investigation by Toyota and Nakajima [7] which aimed to establish whether 1 could experience a second-
order Jahn-Teller effect, reducing the symmetry of the ground-state geometry from C2v to Cs . Those
authors concluded that 1 is stable with a respect to a distortion of this type; their optimized geometry for
1 exhibits remarkable bond equalization along the periphery of the carbon framework. Not unexpectedly,
a Hückel molecular orbital (HMO) calculation on 1 [8] showed that it has positive resonance energy per
electron (REPE), which is another argument in favour of aromaticity. The aromaticity of 1 has been
confirmed in a study of ring current patterns in annelated bicyclic polyenes at the Hartree-Fock (HF)
level [9], and in a very recent density functional theory (DFT) investigation of the fused-to-single ring
evolution of structures with ten � electrons [10].

In this paper we use second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), as well as SC and
CASSCF wavefunctions, to examine the feasibilities and the electronic structures of various ten-�-
electron bi-, tri- and tetracyclic fused conjugated molecules involving cyclopropenyl rings, starting with
1 (see Figure 1). Out of the remaining compounds, only 2 (tricyclo[7.1.0.04,6]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene)
has been studied before, by Toyota [11], in a continuation of the research reported in [7]. The semiem-
pirical results obtained by Toyota suggest that, similarly to 1, the ground state geometry of 2 is stable
with respect to a second-order Jahn-Teller effect that would reduce the symmetry, in this case from D2h

to C2h, and that the optimized geometry for 2 is also characterized by significant bond equalization
along the periphery of the carbon framework.

2 Methodology, Results and Discussion

The gas-phase ground state geometries of azulene and of compounds 1–5 (see Figure 1) were optimized
using second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory with the cc-pVTZ basis, including all orbitals
in the correlation treatment [MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ]. Each optimized geometry was confirmed as a local
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1
bicyclo[7.1.0]deca-
1,3,5,7,9-pentaene

3
tricyclo[7.1.0.0 2,4]deca-

1,3,5,7,9-pentaene

4
tricyclo[7.1.0.0 3,5]deca-

1,3,5,7,9-pentaene

2
tricyclo[7.1.0.0 4,6]deca-

1,3,5,7,9-pentaene

5
tetracyclo[7.1.0.02,4.05,7]deca-

1,3,5,7,9-pentaene

Figure 1: The ten-�-electron bi-, tri- and tetracyclic fused aromatic compounds involving cyclopropenyl
rings studied in this paper.

minimum through a calculation of analytical harmonic vibrational frequencies. All of these calcula-
tions were performed with GAUSSIAN09 [12], using the “VeryTight” convergence criteria in geometry
optimizations. The optimized geometries are shown in Figure 2.

The calculations on azulene were carried out to validate MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ as a level of theory
that is appropriate for establishing the structural characteristics of aromatic systems containing fused
odd-membered rings. We compared the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ optimized geometry and dipole moment
of azulene to an experimental structure, determined from the microwave spectra of 13C and deuterium
azulene isotopomers, and an experimental dipole moment, determined from Stark splittings, which were
reported by Bauder et al. [13]. As can be seen in Figure 2, the carbon-carbon bond lengths in the
MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ and experimental geometries of azulene agree reasonably well (both geometries
are of C2v symmetry). The MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ dipole moment at the experimental geometry was
obtained as 0.94 D, in fair agreement with the experimental value of 0.8821(24) D [13]; the dipole
moment computed at the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ optimized geometry, 0.93 D (see Table 1), turned out to
be very slightly closer to the experimental value, and practically identical to an often quoted �-space
multireference configuration interaction with single and double excitations (MR-SDCI) result reported
by Grimme [14]. The lowest vibrational frequency of azulene obtained at the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ level,
166 cm�1 (see Table 1), suggests that this level of theory is unlikely to be affected by the so-called “in-
sidious two-electron intramolecular basis set incompleteness error”, which may cause popular quantum
chemical methods, including MP2, in combination with certain basis sets, to erroneously predict that
benzene and certain arenes are nonplanar [15] (see also the very recent research in that area reported
in [16]).

Each of the lowest vibrational frequencies of azulene and compounds 1–5 shown in Table 1 is asso-
ciated with an out-of-plane normal mode. The magnitudes of these frequencies suggest that the planar
structures of 1 and 3 are more “flexible” than that of azulene with respect to out-of-plane distortions,
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Figure 2: MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ optimized ground state geometries of azulene and compounds 1–5 (azu-
lene and 1, 3–5: C2v symmetry; 2: D2h symmetry). Symmetry-unique bond lengths and other distances
in Å; the experimental bond lengths in azulene [13] are given in brackets, rounded to three decimal
places.

whereas those of 2, 4 and, in particular, 5, are more “rigid” with respect to such distortions.
Somewhat unexpectedly, the geometry optimization of 5 resulted in a tricyclic structure (see Fig-

ure 2) rather than the tetracyclic structure that was anticipated (see Figure 1). The tricyclic MP2(Full)/cc-
pVTZ optimized geometry of 5 resembles a didehydro derivative of 4 akin to 1,3-didehydrobenzene (m-
benzyne) [17], and it would be more appropriate to refer to it as 6,8-didehydro-tricyclo[7.1.0.03,5]deca-
1,3,5,7,9-pentaene. A plausible explanation for the tricyclic optimized geometry of 5 is that the � and/or
� bonding interactions between the dehydro centres are not sufficiently strong to overcome the ring
strain that would be associated with the formation of a third three-membered ring; the presence of such
bonding interactions between the dehydro centres is suggested by the fact that the distance between these
centres is shorter than the distance between the corresponding carbon atoms in 4 (see Figure 2).

The MP2-level dipole moments (�MP2) of compounds 1 and 3–5, reported in Table 1, are larger
than might be expected from a visual comparison of their geometries to that of azulene (see Figure 2;
due to its D2h symmetry, 2 has no permanent dipole moment). As part of the SC analysis of the
electronic structures of 1–5 (vide infra) we carried out �-space CASSCF(10,10)/cc-pVTZ calculations
on these compounds at the respective MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ optimized ground state geometries; such a
calculation was also carried out for azulene. The CASSCF-level dipole moments (�CASSCF) obtained
in these calculations are also shown in Table 1. All of the nonzero CASSCF-level dipole moments
(for azulene, 1 and 3–5) are smaller than the corresponding MP2-level values, with more pronounced
differences being observed for azulene and for 1. This is an indication that the inclusion of both dynamic
and non-dynamic correlation effects could lower the MP2-level dipole moments of azulene, 1 and 3–
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Table 1: Lowest vibrational frequencies ( Q�, in cm�1, normal mode symmetries in brackets) for the
MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ optimized ground state geometries of azulene and compounds 1–5, calculated at
the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ level of theory, and MP2(Full) and CASSCF(10,10) dipole moments (�, in D)
for the same geometry and basis set.

Compound Q� �MP2 �CASSCF

Azulene 166 (a2) 0.93 0.69
1 128 (b1) 2.27 1.85
2 170 (b3u) 0.0 0.0
3 120 (a2) 1.62 1.51
4 183 (b1) 1.02 0.96
5 244 (b1) 2.32 2.28

5, and perhaps improve the agreement between the theoretical and experimental values for the dipole
moment of azulene; however, the theoretical estimates of the dipole moments of 1 and 3–5 are unlikely to
decrease considerably. The CASSCF results were obtained both with GAUSSIAN09 [12] and MOLPRO
[22, 23].

In order to describe the electronic structures of compounds 1–5, we used �-space SC wavefunctions
with ten singly-occupied non-orthogonal active � orbitals, SC(10), analogous to the one which was used
for azulene in Ref. 3. A SC(10) wavefunction of this type can be written in the following form:

	00.10/ D OA
"� nY

iD1

�i˛ �iˇ

�� 10Y
�D1

��

�
�1000

#
(1)

where �i are the n doubly-occupied � orbitals (the numbers of these orbitals for 1–5 are 29, 28, 28, 28,
and 27, respectively); the “00” subscripts indicate the values of the total spin S and its z-projection MS

which, for a singlet state, are both equal to zero, S D MS D 0; �1000 denotes a general normalized ten-
electron spin function, explanded in the full spin space [5] of 42 linearly-independent spin eigenfunctions
�10
00Ik

,

�1000 D

42X
kD1

C0k�
10
00Ik (2)

Although the values of the spin-coupling coefficients, C0k , depend on the spin basis that is used, the
SC(10) wavefunction 	00.10/ is invariant to the choice of spin basis, provided that we include all 42
spin-coupling modes. In the present work, it proves most informative to use the Rumer basis [4] which
is the one most closely associated with classical VB theory. Each of the 42 Rumer spin eigenfunctions
for a ten-electron singlet, R�10

00Ik
, can be uniquely identified by listing its five singlet-coupled pairs, as

in the examples of R�1000I1 and R�1000I23 given below:

R�1000I1 D .1 � 2; 3 � 4; 5 � 6; 7 � 8; 9 � 10/

D 2�5=2Œ˛.1/ˇ.2/ � ˛.2/ˇ.1/�Œ˛.3/ˇ.4/ � ˛.4/ˇ.3/� : : : Œ˛.9/ˇ.10/ � ˛.10/ˇ.9/�
(3)
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and

R�1000I23 D .1 � 10; 2 � 3; 4 � 5; 6 � 7; 8 � 9/

D 2�5=2Œ˛.1/ˇ.10/ � ˛.10/ˇ.1/�Œ˛.2/ˇ.3/ � ˛.3/ˇ.2/� : : : Œ˛.8/ˇ.9/ � ˛.9/ˇ.8/�
(4)

In all of the SC(10) calculations we used the cc-pVTZ basis set and the geometries that had been opti-
mized at the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ level of theory. As usual, the core and SC orbitals were approximated,
as in molecular orbital (MO) theory, by linear expansions in the full cc-pVTZ basis set for the respective
molecule. All of the orbital coefficients for active and inactive orbitals and the spin-coupling coeffi-
cients, C0k , were determined variationally, by minimizing the energy expectation value of the SC(10)
wavefunction using the CASVB algorithms [18–21] implemented in MOLPRO [22, 23].

Table 2: Total HF, SC(10) and CASSCF(10,10) energies of compounds 1–5 (in a.u.) and percentages of
the CASSCF correlation energy that is recovered (in brackets).

Compound Wavefunction Total Energy

1 HF �383:295 752 .0:0%/
SC(10) �383:397 135 .86:3%/
CASSCF(10,10) �383:413 220 .100:0%/

2 HF �382:069 259 .0:0%/
SC(10) �382:171 159 .86:1%/
CASSCF(10,10) �382:187 628 .100:0%/

3 HF �382:022 472 .0:0%/
SC(10) �382:129 020 .87:2%/
CASSCF(10,10) �382:144 726 .100:0%/

4 HF �382:105 675 .0:0%/
SC(10) �382:183 873 .81:3%/
CASSCF(10,10) �382:201 902 .100:0%/

5 HF �380:716 595 .0:0%/
SC(10) �380:804 272 .83:3%/
CASSCF(10,10) �380:821 826 .100:0%/

The total energies of the HF, SC(10) and CASSCF(10,10) wavefunctions for compounds 1–5, and
the percentages of CASSCF correlation energy accounted for by the SC(10) wavefunctions, are shown in
Table 2. The SC(10) wavefunction includes just 42 non-orthogonal configuration state functions (CSFs)
which correspond to combinations of the orbital product in Eq. (1) with each of the spin functions from
Eq. (2). The CASSCF(10,10) wavefunction makes use of a significantly larger number of orthogonal
CSFs, 19 404 in total. It is interesting to observe that the much more compact SC(10) wavefunction
manages to recover high percentages (81.3%–87.2%) of the CASSCF(10,10) correlation energies for 1–
5, not far behind the 89.5% achieved by the SC(6) wavefunction for benzene (using five non-orthogonal
CSFs, as opposed to the corresponding CASSCF(6,6) wavefunction with a total of 175 orthogonal CSFs,
from calculations in the cc-pVTZ basis [2]).
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1 2

3 4

5

Figure 3: Symmetry-unique active orbitals from the SC(10) wavefunctions for 1–5, represented as iso-
value surfaces at �� D ˙0:1. The positions of the active orbitals which are not shown are indicated by
orbital symbols in brackets. POV-Ray (Persistence of Vision Raytracer) files generated by VMD [24].

The symmetry-unique active orbitals from the SC(10) wavefunctions for compounds 1–5 are shown
in Figure 3. All of these orbitals are reasonably similar in appearance and resemble distorted C(2p� )
atomic orbitals. Some of the relatively small variations in orbital shape are familiar from previous SC
work. For example, the orbitals �1 on the outermost carbon atoms within the three-membered rings in 1–
5 closely reproduce the active orbitals from the SC(2,3) (“two electrons in three orbitals”) wavefunction
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for the cyclopropenium cation [25]; the orbitals that are outside three-membered rings look very much
like the SC orbitals in benzene (see e.g. [2]). The impression created by the orbital shapes shown in
Figure 3 is that the �-space SC orbitals form a “meccano set” with a small number of unique “parts”
which can be neatly assembled to describe five different conjugated molecules.
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Figure 4: Symmetry-unique overlap integrals h��j��C1i between adjacent SC orbitals for compounds
1–5, and the h�3j�5i overlap integrals for 4 and 5.

The overlap integrals between SC orbitals associated with neighbouring carbon atoms are shown in
Figure 4. For comparison, all overlap integrals between adjacent SC orbitals from the SC(6)/cc-pVTZ
wavefunction for benzene are the same and equal to 0.525 [2]. Clearly, all h��j��C1i overlap integrals
along the outer perimeters of 1, 2, 4 and 5 are reasonably similar and close to the value obtained for
benzene; the corresponding sequence of overlap integrals in 3 shows larger variations. Interestingly, the
h�8j�9i D 0:557 and h�9j�10i D 0:524 overlap integrals in 2 are over a longer and a shorter carbon-
carbon bond of 1.403 and 1.368 Å, respectively (see Figure 2); a similar situation is observed in 3, where
the overlap integrals h�5j�6i D 0:574 and h�6j�7i D 0:438 are over carbon-carbon bonds of 1.398 and
1.370 Å. In both cases, one of the orbitals in the smaller overlap integral (�10 in 2 and �7 in 3) has
a large overlap with another orbital (�1 in 2 and �8 in 3); the ensuing changes in orbital shapes are
responsible for the observed disparities between the associated overlap integrals and the corresponding
carbon-carbon bond lengths. The decrease in the h�3j�5i overlap on passing from 4 to 5 suggests that
the contribution of SC orbitals �3 and �5 to the bonding interactions between the dehydro centres in 5
is negligible.

The relative importance of the 42 ten-electron singlet Rumer spin functions participating in the
SC(10) wavefunctions for compounds 1–5 was analysed by calculating their Chirgwin-Coulson weights
[26] within the normalized active-space spin functions from Eq. (2). In all cases it turned out that
the two most important Rumer spin functions are the “Kekulé” spin functions �10K1

D R�1000I1 and
�10K2
D R�1000I23 [see Eqs. (3) and (4)].

In the lowest-energy SC(10) wavefunctions for 1–5, corresponding to the respective singlet elec-
tronic ground states (S0), the spin-coupling coefficients for the two “Kekulé” spin functions CK1

D C01
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and CK2
D C0;23 (see Eq. (2)) have the same sign, which indicates the presence in each of these

wavefunctions of the SC analogue of the classical VB resonance between two Kekulé structures. The
resonance patterns in 1–5 and the Chirgwin-Coulson weights of �10K1

and �10K2
are shown in Figure 5.

The two “Kekulé” spin functions are equivalent by symmetry in all compounds except 3; these two spin
functions account for 65.8%, 62.1%, 57.8%, 98.9% and 84.1% of the ground state spin functions of
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The weights of the next most important Rumer spin functions in the S0
active-space spin functions of 1–5 are much smaller, 4.9%, 9.0%, 6.6%, 5.8% and 6.4%, respectively
(note that although the Chirgwin-Coulson weights add to 100%, some of these can be negative, due
to the non-orthogonality of the Rumer spin functions). The resonance patterns observed in the SC(10)
wavefunctions for the singlet electronic ground states of 1–5 suggest that all of these fused-ring planar
conjugated systems are aromatic.
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Figure 5: SC resonance patterns for compounds 1–5 showing the dominant “Kekulé” spin functions
�10K1
D R�1000I1 and �10K2

D R�1000I23 and their weights in the electronic ground states S0 and first singlet
excited states S1.

The large Chirgwin-Coulson weights of �10K1
and �10K2

suggest that the SC(10) wavefunctions for
compounds 1–5 (see Eq. (1)) could be approximated by retaining just these two spin functions and
omitting the remaining 40 Rumer spin functions:

	00.10/ � 	
0
00.10/ D

OA
"� nY

iD1

�i˛ �iˇ

�� 10Y
�D1

��

��
CK1

�10K1
C CK2

�10K2

�#
(5)

We fully optimized the very compact 	 000.10/ wavefunctions for 1–5 and established that these
wavefunctions still recover 82.5%, 81.8%, 82.5%, 79.4% and 80.5%, respectively, of the corresponding
CASSCF(10,10) correlation energies given in Table 2. These percentages are only 1.8–4.7% lower than
the corresponding values that were obtained with the complete SC(10) wavefunctions (see Table 2) and
confirm the importance of the “Kekulé” spin functions for understanding the electronic structures of
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1–5. As expected from the results of the complete SC(10) calculations, the optimized spin-coupling
coefficients CK1

and CK2
turned out to be of the same sign in all of the 	 000.10/ wavefunctions.

If we treat the SC(10) wavefunction in Eq. (1) as a linear combination of 42 non-orthogonal CSFs,
then the lowest root of the secular problem in terms of these CSFs will, of course, correspond to the
electronic ground state S0, while the next root will provide an approximation to the first singlet excited
state S1, utilizing the same orbitals, but with different spin-coupling coefficients. The analysis of the
spin-coupling coefficients defining these approximations to the S1 states of 1–5 shows that the corre-
sponding active-space spin functions are still dominated by the two “Kekulé” spin functions �10K1

and
�10K2

except that, this time, �10K1
and �10K2

are in “antiresonance”: the spin-coupling coefficients CK1
and

CK2
are of opposite signs. Assuming positive CK1

and CK2
, the approximate S1 wavefunctions for 1–5

can be expressed as

	00.10;S1/ � OA
"� nY

iD1

�i˛ �iˇ

�� 10Y
�D1

��

��
CK1

�10K1
� CK2

�10K2

�#
(6)

The Chirgwin-Coulson weights of �10K1
and �10K2

in the S1 states of 1–5 are shown in Figure 5 alongside
the corresponding numbers for the S0 states.

It has been shown using non-orthogonal configuration interaction constructions on top of a SC(6)
reference that the S1 state of benzene is dominated by an out-of-phase combination of the two well-
known Kekulé structures [27], whereas S0 is well approximated by an in-phase combination of these
structures [28]. There is a growing body of theoretical evidence which strongly suggests that benzene
switches from aromatic to antiaromatic on passing from S0 to S1 (see e.g. [29–31]). Given that the main
difference between the modern VB descriptions of the S0 and S1 states of benzene is in the “resonance”
or “antiresonance” involving the two Kekulé structures, it is reasonable to suppose that other cyclic
conjugated systems exhibiting similar characteristics in their S0 and S1 states, would behave in the same
manner. On this basis, it could be expected that compounds 1–5 become antiaromatic in their first singlet
excited states.

The very low overlap integral between SC orbitals �3 and �5 in compound 5 (vide supra) is an
indication that any bonding interaction between the dehydro centres is likely to be predominantly � in
character. In order to investigate this interaction in greater detail, we carried out an additional SC(12)/cc-
pVTZ calculation on 5, expanding the active space with two � orbitals, � 0 and � 00, and reducing, by one,
the number of the doubly-occupied � orbitals. The SC(12) wavefunction for 5 can be written down as

	00.12/ D OA
"� 26Y

iD1

�i˛ �iˇ

�� 10Y
�D1

��

�
� 0� 00�1200

#
(7)

where the twelve-electron active-space spin function �1200 is defined analogously to �1000 in Eq. (2), but
the expansion takes place over the full spin space of 132 linearly-independent twelve-electron singlet
spin eigefunctions. Just as in the case of the SC(10)/cc-pVTZ calculations on 1–5, all orbital and spin-
coupling coefficients in this SC(12) wavefunction were determined variationally, using the CASVB
algorithms in MOLPRO. The ten � SC orbitals �1–�10 turned out to be almost indistinguishable from
those included in Figure 3. The two � SC orbitals � 0 and � 00 are shown in Figure 6. � 0 and � 00 resemble
distorted carbon sp2 hybrid orbitals pointing outside the seven-membered ring; carbon-based SC orbitals
of a very similar shape have been observed in SC studies of o-benzyne [32] and p-benzyne (see [33] and
its supporting information). The spins of SC orbitals � 0 and � 00 are predominantly singlet-coupled, and
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Figure 6: SC orbitals � 0 and � 00 from the SC(12) wavefunction for 5. Details as for Fig. 3.

the relatively low value of the overlap integral h� 0j� 00i D 0:152 suggest that these orbitals are responsible
for only a weak � bonding interaction between the dehydro centres in 5.

3 Conclusions

Three quantum-chemical approaches, namely MP2, SC and CASSCF, in conjunction with the cc-pVTZ
basis, were used to explore the ground state geometries and electronic structures of five ten-�-electron
bi-, tri- and tetracyclic fused conjugated molecules involving cyclopropenyl rings: bicyclo[7.1.0]deca-
1,3,5,7,9-pentaene, tricyclo[7.1.0.04,6]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene, tricyclo[7.1.0.02,4]deca-1,3,5,7,9-penta-
ene, tricyclo[7.1.0.03,5]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene and tetracyclo[7.1.0.02,4.05,7]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene
(see 1–5 in Figure 1). The results of the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ geometry optimizations and analytical
harmonic vibrational frequency calculations show that all of these compounds can be expected to have
stable planar ground state geometries of either C2v or D2h symmetry (see Figure 2). The geometry op-
timization of tetracyclo[7.1.0.02,4.05,7]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene did not produce the expected tetracyclic
structure; instead, the result was a tricyclic structure, 6,8-didehydro-tricyclo[7.1.0.03,5]deca-1,3,5,7,9-
pentaene, which can be viewed as a dehydro derivative of tricyclo[7.1.0.03,5]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene,
similar to 1,3-didehydrobenzene (m-benzyne). According to the results of the MP2(Full)/cc-pVTZ and
CASSCF(10,10)/cc-pVTZ calculations, all compounds with ground state geometries of C2v symmetry
are predicted to have high dipole moments (see Table 1).

SC wavefunctions with ten active � orbitals, SC(10)/cc-pVTZ, were used to obtain modern VB de-
scriptions of the ground state electronic structures of all five of the fused conjugated molecules. An
additional larger SC(12)/cc-pVTZ calculation with ten active � and two active � orbitals was carried
out for 6,8-didehydro-tricyclo[7.1.0.03,5]deca-1,3,5,7,9-pentaene in order to examine the presence and
extent of � bonding between the dehydro centres. Using just 42 non-orthogonal CSFs, the SC(10)
wavefunctions described in this paper were found to capture 81.3%–87.2% of the correlation energies
included in their CASSCF(10,10) counterparts, each of which comprises a total of 19 404 orthogonal
CSFs. This is an indication that these SC(10) wavefunctions carry most of the essential electronic struc-
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ture information contained in the corresponding CASSCF(10,10) constructions but are more compact
and much easier to interpret. As in previous SC studies of conjugated systems, all of the active � or-
bitals for each of these fused conjugated molecules came out as atom-centred, well-localized and similar
in appearance to C(2p� ) atomic orbitals with small symmetrical protrusions towards neighbouring car-
bon atoms. A comparison between the shapes of the active � orbitals for the conjugated systems studied
in this paper and those for other planar conjugated systems, in particular, aromatic annulene ions [25],
shows levels of similarity which suggest that such orbitals, when placed in matching environments, are
largely transferable between systems.

The active-space spin function within the ground state SC(10) wavefunction for each of the five
fused conjugated molecules examined in this paper was found to be dominated by two “Kekulé” Rumer
spin functions; the coefficients for these spin functions have the same sign and suggest the establish-
ment of the well-known classical VB resonance picture associated with aromatic behaviour. However,
within the SC(10) approximation for the wavefunction of the first singlet excited state of each of these
five fused conjugated molecules, which still involves two dominant “Kekulé” Rumer spin functions, the
coefficients for these spin functions turned out to have opposite signs. In this way, the resonance ob-
served in the electronic ground states of the five fused conjugated molecules appears to be replaced by
“antiresonance” in the respective first singlet excited states, suggesting that all of these excited states
are antiaromatic. Of course, these considerations apply to vertical excitations only; if the excited state
geometries are allowed to relax, they are likely to adopt instead conformations in which the levels of
antiaromaticity are considerably reduced.
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